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Evaluation of dexmedetomidine/propofol anesthesia during upper gastrointestinal endoscopy in patients with high probability of having obstructive sleep apnea
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ABSTRACT

Background: Dexmedetomidine provides sedation with minimal respiratory depression which is a desirable characteristic in patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). This observational study prospectively evaluated the efficacy and safety of dexmedetomidine/propofol anesthesia for patients with OSA characteristics without endotracheal intubation during upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy.

Methodology: Twenty patients undergoing upper GI endoscopy who were considered high probability of having OSA based on an adjusted neck circumference greater than 48 were enrolled in the study. Dexmedetomidine 1 mcg/kg bolus was given over 10 min followed by propofol boluses until adequate depth of anesthesia was achieved. Propofol infusion was used to maintain anesthesia. Blood pressure, heart rate, and O2 saturation were recorded before, during, and after the procedure. The endoscopists evaluated the anesthesia condition on a 10 points numerical scale. Post-Anesthesia Care Unit (PACU) time was recorded. The following day, patients were questioned about complications and were asked to evaluate their overall anesthesia experience on a 10 points numerical scale.

Results: Fifteen males and five females aged 51 ± 8 years were enrolled. Their BMI was 34.7 ± 8.4, and their adjusted neck circumference was 53.4 ± 3.4. Propofol induction dose was 0.8 ± 0.4 mg/kg; and PACU time was 67.5 ± 26.7 min. Two patients developed transient hypoxic episodes during the procedure. Transient hypotension was experienced by three patients during the procedure and three patients in PACU. The evaluation score was 9 ± 1.7 by the endoscopists, and 8 ± 2.3 by the patients. After discharge, 16 patients complained of drowsiness, two patients reported dysphoric symptoms, and one patient complained of dry mouth.

Conclusions: Dexmedetomidine / propofol combination can provide satisfactory anesthesia for upper GI endoscopy in OSA patients. The technique provides an alternative to endotracheal intubation in these high risk patients. The prolonged induction and recovery times, however, may limit its routine use.
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INTRODUCTION

Patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) are at increased risk of anesthesia-related morbidity and mortality.1,2 Providing anesthesia to these patients during upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy is particularly challenging. The literature provides only general guidelines about the anesthetic management of OSA patients during upper GI endoscopy. The American Society of Anesthesiologists practice guidelines for the perioperative management of patients with OSA states that general anesthesia with a secure airway is preferable to deep sedation without a secure...
airway in these patients, particularly for procedures that may mechanically compromise the airway. Upper GI endoscopy falls under such category of procedures. Endotracheal intubation of OSA patients, however, is not without its own risks, particularly if performed in a minimally equipped outpatient facility. Dexmedetomidine, an α2 agonist, provides sedation with minimal respiratory depression. It also has analgesic and antisialagogue properties which are desirable for cases involved with airway instrumentation. Dexmedetomidine has been successfully used during awake fiberoptic intubation, monitored anesthesia care and as a supplement to general anesthesia. Propofol has been widely and effectively used as a sedative agent during GI endoscopy. This observational study prospectively evaluated the efficacy and safety of dexmedetomidine/propofol anesthesia during upper gastrointestinal endoscopy without endotracheal intubation for patients with high probability of having OSA undergoing upper GI endoscopy. It is the first study to provide detailed description of the technique.

METHODOLOGY

With IRB approval and written informed consent, 20 outpatients undergoing upper GI endoscopy alone or with ultrasound examination, Barrx procedure, or colonoscopy were enrolled in the study. All patients were considered high probability of having OSA based on an adjusted neck circumference greater than 48.11 (Table 1) Exclusion criteria included inpatient status, age <18 yr or >65 yr, unstable or life-threatening medical conditions, liver disease, heart rate < 60 BPM, systolic BP < 100 mmHg, EKG changes suggestive of conduction abnormalities, opioids use, pregnancy, and allergy to propofol, dexmedetomidine, eggs or soybean. An intravenous line was started and routine monitors (BP, EKG, pulse oximetry, and capnography) were applied to the patients. Supplemental oxygen was delivered by nasal cannula. Dexmedetomidine 1 µg/kg (maximum 100 µg) was given over 10 min intravenously. The patients were then turned onto the left lateral decubitus position and bite blocks were placed between the teeth. Propofol was given in small intravenous boluses until the patients were judged to be adequately anesthetized for the procedure to start. The depth of anesthesia was tested by inserting a soft rubber nasal airway deep into the oral cavity. Propofol infusion rate was titrated and additional propofol boluses were given at the discretion of the anesthesiologist to maintain adequate depth of anesthesia during the procedure based on observation of patients’ movement, vital signs, and respiratory status. Various airway maneuvers including chin lift, jaw thrust, insertion of a nasal airway, or mask ventilation were used if needed to maintain adequate ventilation and oxygenation. Blood pressure, heart rate, and O2 saturation were recorded before, during, and after the procedure. The lowest systolic blood pressure, heart rate, and oxygen saturation readings were noted. At the conclusion of the procedures, the endoscopists evaluated the anesthesia conditions on a 10 points numerical scale (‘10’ is for perfect conditions with no patient response or movement, and ‘1’ is for the worst conditions where excessive patient response and movement caused frequent interruption of the procedure). The duration of the procedures and the propofol dose used were recorded. At the conclusion of the procedures, the patients were transferred to the endoscopy suite Post Anesthesia Care Unit (PACU) where they were monitored during their recovery period. The PACU nurses were asked to follow the routine recovery and discharge protocols. The patients were discharged from PACU at the discretion of the recovery nurses when all discharge criteria were met. PACU time (time between the end of anesthesia and the patients’ arrival at the discharge area) were recorded. The following day, the patients received a follow-up call and were questioned about complications such as nausea, vomiting or drowsiness. They were asked to evaluate their overall anesthesia experience on a 10 points numerical scale (10 is for perfect). Patients who had received anesthesia for previous GI procedures were asked to compare the 2 experiences, and attempts were made to obtain the previous anesthesia records.

Box 1: Adjusted Neck Circumference OSA Questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjusted Neck Circumference OSA Questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Neck Circumference:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) H/O snoring: add 3 points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) HTN: add 4 points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) H/O nighttime choking or gasping: add 3 points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total items 1-4:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A score greater than 48 indicates a high probability of having OSA)

RESULTS

Fifteen males and five females aged 51 ± 8 years were enrolled. Their BMI was 34.7 ± 8.4 kg/m² (range 22 – 62 kg/m²); and their adjusted neck circumference was 53.4 ± 3.4 (range 50 – 63). Seven had definitive OSA diagnoses. Propofol induction dose was 0.8 ± 0.4 mg/kg (range 0.2 – 1.8 mg/kg); and PACU time was 67.5 ± 26.7 min (range 26 – 134 min). In thirteen patients a nasal airway was used to maintain a patent airway. Two patients developed transient hypoxic episodes (O2 saturation < 85%) during the procedure; one was corrected by jaw thrust and insertion of a nasal airway, and the other required mask ventilation using an Ambu bag. Transient hypotension (systolic blood pressure < 90 mmHg) requiring vasopressors support was experienced by 3 patients during the procedure and 3 patients in PACU. No patient developed heart rate < 45 beats per minute. The evaluation score was 9 ± 1.7 (range
4 -10) by the endoscopists; and 8 ± 2.3 (range 1 – 10) by the patients. Post-discharge, 16 patients complained of drowsiness, 2 patients reported dysphoric symptoms, and one patient complained of dry mouth. We were able to obtain the anesthesia records of seven patients during previous GI procedures. For 2 patients the two experiences were comparable, for 3 patients the previous experience was better, and for 2 patients the dexmedetomidine/propofol experience was better (Details in Table 2).

**Box 2: Patients who had previous upper GI endoscopy with recoverable anesthetic data.**

1) **Patient # 2** had endoscopic ultrasound examination (EUS). He received dexmedetomidine 75 mcg and propofol 195 mg for the 14 min procedure. His PACU time was 100 min. He stated that he felt much worse (very drowsy, depressed, and having a dry mouth) than following a 20 min colonoscopy he underwent one month earlier. During that colonoscopy he received propofol 400 mg, and his PACU time was 35 min.

2) **Patient # 7** had EGD. He underwent 4 similar procedures over the previous 18 months, 2 using propofol, one using propofol/fentanyl, and one using dexmedetomidine/fentanyl. He felt that all his anesthetics were satisfactorily comparable.

3) **Patient # 8** had EGD. He noted longer recovery compared to a previous propofol only anesthesia.

4) **Patient # 9** had EUS. He complained of prolonged and severe drowsiness and of feeling lousy after discharge. By comparison, he felt perfect soon after propofol/midazolam anesthesia for a previous EUS.

5) **Patient # 16** had EUS and colonoscopy. Four weeks earlier, he was electively intubated for EGD and developed post-procedure hoarseness. Despite feeling sleepier after dexmedetomidine/propofol anesthesia, he still preferred it to the aftereffects of endotracheal intubation.

6) **Patient # 17** had EGD. He did not think that dexmedetomidine/propofol anesthesia was any different from a previous propofol/fentanyl anesthesia he received for EUS.

7) **Patient # 19** had EGD with Barrx procedure. During a previous similar procedure he was asked to swallow viscous lidocaine before receiving propofol/fentanyl anesthesia. Despite the prolonged recovery he preferred dexmedetomidine/propofol anesthesia to the unpleasant taste of lidocaine.

**DISCUSSION**

The prevalence of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is higher in patients with OSA than in the general population. This could be explained by the fact that obesity is a key risk factor for both OSA and GERD. Patients with OSA, therefore, frequently present for diagnostic and/or therapeutic upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy. Since these patients are at increased risk of anesthesia-related morbidity and mortality, anesthetizing them during upper GI endoscopy is particularly challenging.

The American Society of Anesthesiologists practice guidelines for the perioperative management of patients with OSA states that general anesthesia with a secure airway is preferable for procedures that may mechanically compromise the airway such as upper GI endoscopy. Endotracheal intubation of OSA patients, however, is not without its own risks, particularly if performed in a minimally equipped outpatient facility. It would be advantageous, therefore, to utilize an anesthetic technique that can maintain OSA patients’ airway and ventilation without endotracheal intubation during upper GI endoscopy. In this study we evaluated such a technique based on the combined administration of dexmedetomidine and propofol. Dexmedetomidine provides sedation without respiratory depression, a characteristic that could make it particularly suitable for sedating OSA patients. In addition, it has analgesic and anti-sialagogue properties which are desirable for cases involved with airway instrumentation. In our experience, the 1 µg/kg bolus of dexmedetomidine does not provide adequate sedation on its own for upper GI endoscopy. Propofol was, therefore, used to supplement dexmedetomidine. The initial bolus was not followed by a continuous dexmedetomidine infusion since the duration of the initial loading dose of dexmedetomidine outlasts the short duration of these procedures.

Dexmedetomidine/propofol combination was generally effective in providing anesthesia without endotracheal intubation in these high risk patients. The fact that most patients required some airway support is not surprising considering the fact that OSA patients develop airflow obstruction during their natural sleep. Needless to say rescue plans and airway devices should be immediately available.

Hypotension or hypertension can result from the use of α2 agonists. At lower doses, the dominant action of α2 agonists is sympatholysis mediated by the α2A adrenergic receptor subtype. At higher doses of α2 agonists, such as those achieved by rapid IV administration, hypertension dominates by activation of α2B adrenoceptors, located on smooth muscle cells in resistance vessels. It is, therefore, recommended, that loading boluses of dexmedetomidine be administered slowly. The 10 min induction time delayed the start of the procedures and was the endoscopists’ major issue with the technique.

PACU time in this study is considerably longer than our routine PACU time when propofol alone is used. In a previous IRB approved study performed at our hospital, propofol was the sole anesthetic used in 16 patients without OSA undergoing upper GI endoscopy. In that study the PACU time was 33.4 ± 5.9 min (range 23 – 46 min). This is half the PACU time in the current study. Prolonged sleepiness was the main reason for the delayed discharge from PACU when dexmedetomidine was used. The treatment of hypotension in 3 patients might have contributed to the delay in their discharge. The prolonged PACU stay following dexmedetomidine can be a major drawback in a busy outpatient facility.

Prolonged drowsiness at home was a major disadvantage of the technique from the patients’ perspective. Some patients, nonetheless, thought that drowsiness was preferable to the
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bitter taste of viscous lidocaine or to the aftereffects of endotracheal intubation.

It is difficult to explain the dysphoria that two patients experienced following dexmedetomidine/propofol anesthesia. In a study that sought to determine the response to increasing plasma concentrations of dexmedetomidine in volunteers, one subject developed relatively profound and unexplained agitation that necessitated discontinuation of the infusion. The potential of dexmedetomidine to cause dysphoria or agitation requires further investigation.

In the aforementioned study, when propofol was used alone, the induction dose was 2.0 ± 0.5 mg/kg, more than double the propofol induction dose when dexmedetomidine was used. This suggests that dexmedetomidine has a significant propofol dose sparing effect.

The Adjusted Neck Circumference OSA screening questionnaire we used in this study has been in use at our institution for many years and is felt to be simple and reliable in identifying patients who are high risk of having OSA. It has not, however, been as extensively validated as the more widely used STOP-Bang questionnaire. Further studies are, therefore, needed to validate the sensitivity and specificity of the ‘Adjusted Neck Circumference’ questionnaire.

CONCLUSION

Dexmedetomidine/propofol combination can provide satisfactory anesthesia for upper GI endoscopy in OSA patients. It can minimize the need for endotracheal intubation in these high risk patients and allow the procedure to be more safely performed in minimally equipped outpatient facilities. The technique nonetheless has its limitations and potential side effects. The prolonged induction and recovery times, in particular, may limit its routine use.
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QUOTATION

“One man may hit the mark, another blunder; but heed not these distinctions. Only from the alliance of the one, working with and through the other, are great things born.”

– Antoine de Saint-Exupéry